



















CHEBYSHEV SERIES REPRESENTATION OF FEIGENBAUM’S
PERIOD-DOUBLING FUNCTION
RICHARD J. MATHAR
Abstract. The Feigenbaum-Cvitanovic´ equation −λg(x) = g(g(λx)) is solved
over the interval 0 ≤ x ≤ 1 with a Chebyshev series representation of g(x).
Accurate expansion coefficients are tabulated for solutions g(x) = 1 + O(xz)
with even exponents from z = 2 up to z = 14.
1. Introduction
This article provides high precision approximations of functions g(x) which solve
the Feigenbaum–Cvitanovic´ equation [11, 12, 8, 18, 9, 10, 6]
(1) − λg(x) = g(g(λx)),
scaled such that
(2) g(0) = 1.
The parameter λ plays the role of an eigenvalue bound to the solutions via
(3) g(1) = −λ.
Further below we shall refer to 1/λ as the Feigenbaum constant(s)—although in a
broader context a larger variety of numbers carries that name.
Only even functions g(x) = g(−x) are discussed, so the standard representation
is the Taylor series [12, 3, 2].
Definition 1. (Taylor series coefficients bn)




n; z = 2, 4, 6, . . .
In this manuscript, the function g(x) is expanded in a series of Chebyshev Poly-
nomials T (x) [1, §22][14, §18], which—for well understood reasons—supplies a more
stable basis than the bare powers [7].





d); d = 1, 2, 3, . . . .
The prime at the sum symbol indicates the term at n = 0 is halved.
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We are considering even exponents z, so g(x) is even and tn = 0 whenever n
is odd. The integer variable d plays the following role: Linear coupling equations
between the tn would have to be set up to remove the contributions by powers x
n
(z ∤ n) from the solutions if z > 2 and d = 1. (The origin of this constraint that
all exponents of x be multiples of the same z is not elaborated here.) Explicitly,













= bn, d | n.
In the algorithm described further down, these would multiply the order of the linear
system of equations by an approximate factor of z/2. For enhanced efficiency, d
will be taken as
(7) d = z/2,
which ensures that only powers of x with exponents divisible by z enter the calcu-
lation.
Equation (2) and the special values of the Chebyshev polynomials induce a sum
rule and a coupling with λ:











































j ) = 0; j = 1, 2, . . .
(11)
We solve for g with a finite, iteratively enlarged set of expansion coefficients tn
which are obtained by fitting at a finite set of the standard Chebyshev abscissa
points xj = cos θj , θj = jπ/N .
Remark 1. With the presence of d, which effectively replaces the Chebyshev weights
1/
√
1− x2 by xd−1/
√
1− x2d, these abscissae may not be the optimum choice if
d > 1.
The common multivariate Newton algorithm with a N×N matrix of first deriva-
tives is employed: we start with a set of approximations tk, and calculate a vector
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∆tk = 0; j = 1, 2, . . .(12)
This is actually done on N − 1 abscissa points xj , because one row of the system








2 −1 1 −1 . . .
∂f1/∂t0 ∂f1/∂t2 . . .
∂f2/∂t0 ∂f2/∂t2 . . .
...























To keep track of the prime at the sum symbols, a binary symbol which attains
values of 2 or 1 is helpful:
Definition 3. (Neumann symbol ǫ)
(15) ǫ0 = 2; ǫ>0 = 1.
The two terms in (11) are denoted f (a) and f (b). The second and higher rows
in the matrix (14) are derivatives of f = f (a) + f (b), which are computed with the








Remark 2. This implementation is one variant out of many. The simplicity of the
previous formula means that the elimination of λ and ∆λ from the pool of unknowns
produces no computational load.


























dxdj ) + t1T1(λ







dxdj ) + t1T1(λ







dxdj ) + t1T1(λ
dxdj ) + · · ·
)d]
+ · · ·




















The term at l = 0 in the l-sum is skipped since T ′0(.) = 0. (17) is inserted in front
of the l-sum.









j ) + t1T1(x
d
j ) + t2T2(x
d






















The sums of (19) and (21) fill all but the first row of the matrix (14), and the
negated sums of (18) and (20) fill the right hand side.
2.2. Convergence. All digits of tn and 1/λ are considered stable which remain
the same if the order of the basis set {tn} is increased from N to N + 4, and these
stable digits will be shown in Section 3. The two (truncated) Chebyshev series are
translated into the two equivalent polynomials, and the stable (common) digits of
bn are also reported. [This is an application of (6) with error propagation.] In this
sense, the floating point representations of tn are bn are rounded towards zero.
3. Results
3.1. z=2. The most prominent solution is characterized by a leading order z = 2
with
(22) λ ≈ 0.39953.
Broadhurst’s 1018 most-significant digits of 1/λ ≈ 2.5029078 are available via a
reference in the Online Encyclopedia of Integer Sequences [15, A006891], updating
an earlier value by Briggs [2].








































































































































































































































































Figure 1. Solutions g(x) discussed in this work, marked with
their z-parameters. The three curves at z = 2 or z = 4 have been
plotted by Campanino et. al. [5].
This corrects up to five digits in some rows of Lanford’s table, where error bars
are of the order 10−30 [13].
3.2. Extra z=2. The solution recorded by Stephenson and Wang at z = 2 which
returns to a positive value g(1) > 0 (see Figure 1), hence assumes a negative value
of λ, is also refined [17, 16].
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3.3. z=4. A known solution with smoothness z = 4 is accurately described by the




















































The associated Feigenbaum constant 1/λ (updating the value of 1.690302 [4])





























































































































































3.5. z=8. The Chebyshev coefficients tn for z = 8 with d = 4 are:
0 0.1381286283736299578601368862








































The corresponding Feigenbaum constant (updating 1.35798 [4]) and the associ-






















































































































































Three representations of the Feigenbaum Function g(xz) for orders z = 2 and
z = 4 have been computed with higher precision than previously published. The
principal solutions in the parameter range z = 6–14, some of which have been
characterized in the literature by Feigenbaum constants with 5-digit accuracy, have
been made explicit.
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